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Note:  Attemptiany two questionsifrom each-section.

Section-I   _(a) Find the positionvector of a point which divides_ the join of two points with position (8)

*Z    :vectQrs___q'andI3in..tl1eratio,_ lzp;  ".~    V-  '- * 
 ,,'i " °(bI>~ siaewrhaff  ez -_     div'r75=10r7 5 * (9)

Q-2- (21) Show that the fourpoints 414-5 +l_g, -1-Q, 3§+_9 +'4§ and -4§+4 +4§ are (8)

coplanar.  h'

(b) Prove that the inner product of two tensors is also a tensor. (9)

Q.3. (a) Prove that a system of coplanar forces is in equilibritun if the algebraic sum of (8)

moments of all the forces_ about three different points O, A, B not in the same straight line',areseparate_1y_zero;_  ; _-_ _-   ._   __ -   ___, __,_ ___, ___, (9)
(b) If forces ~p}1B;qCB,rCD;sAD acting along the sidesof a plane _quadrilateral are in

equilibritun, show that pr' = qs.
Q.4. (a) A circular ldisc of weight W and radius Q is suspended horizontally by two vertical (8)

strings each of length! attached to the ends of a diameter. A horizontal couple applied
to the disc tinns it through an angle¢9 _ Find_ the moment of the couple.

(b) A cylinder of radiusr, whose axis is fixed horizontally touches a vertical wall along a (9)

generating line A flat beam_of uniform material, of length 22' and weight W, rests
”   A i. gwithfits extremities. incontact with 'wallgarid the cylinder; an angle of 45° with'-A

the vertical. Showthat,  absence offriction' - = --_/il; that the pressure on the wall

is éw and the reaction of cylinder is in/75_W.

7 seefien-r.11_.  ~-

Q.5. (a) In a uniform circulardisc 'of 8"radius a circular hole of 2" radius is cut, the centre of (8)

the hole being 3” &om the centre of the disc; Find the centre of mass of the remainder
of the disc.

(b) _Four equal heavyuniform rods are freely jointed to form a rhombus ABCD which is (8)

freely suspended from/1, _and .kept in shape of a square by. an inextensible string

  Q 'connecting Aand CQ show -that tension  the__string_isi2I/K where ~WiS the weight. of --

_   "on€?rod." `~""`i      V _~

Q.6. (a) 'A uniform ladder rests inlimiting equilibrium with one end on ia rough floor whose (8)
co-eficient of friction is. ,u andthe other against a smooth vertical wall. Show that its

inclination to the vertical is tan"(2/1)
b. A uniform rod of weight W is placed with lower end on a rough horizontal floor and (8)

its upper end against an equally rough vertical wall. The rod makes an angle or with
-the wall and is just 'prevented _ljrom slipping down by Q' horizontal force P applied at

 -its  F~'=,Wtan(cr.-2l)»where luis -angle of friction and l<%
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Two uniform solid spheres, ¢<>mp0se<1~0f the same material and whose diameters are 6

inches and 12 inches respectively, are firmly united.iFind the centre of mass of the

combined body.
Find the radial and transverse components ofvelocity and acceleration.

A particle is projected vertically upwards with a velocity »,/2gh and another is let fall

from a height h at the same time. Find the height of the point where they meet each

other.
ZA particle moves in a straight. line withan acceleration KV3. If its initial velocity is tt,

find the velocity and time spent when the particle has travelled a distance x.

Section- III

Find the range of a rifle bullet when a is the elevation of projection and vo the speed.

Show' that, if thC lille is iiredwith the same elevation and speed from a car “travelling

with speed' Vtowardsa target, the range will be increased by -L-sina.
8

What is the maximum range possible for a projectile fired from a cannon having
2

muzzle velocity vo, and prove that the height reached -2- .

A particle describes the curve r" cosm9 =a" under force F to the pole, show that

“The law of force  MU5: a particle projected from an apse ai distance  find the

orbit when the velocity of projection is -3-
a

Show that the straight lines

§.=lT2=.£;  Egzlgzg are coplanan
2 3 4 3 4 5

Show- that ,. the shortest distance between the lines x + a = _2y = -12z and

x~=_y_+r2a"#"6(_z an is za. t.y 
 a sees.   it »  

A particle P moves such that the square of its distance from the origin isproportional
to its distance from a fixed plane. Show that P always lies on a sphere.

Prove that for a place on the equator the direction of Qibla is inclined at

arctan(tan ¢°COS€CZ) north of west or north of east according as its classical longitude

Z is east or west (¢_, is latitude of Khana-e-Ka’aba)
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